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Mrs. Rini Sumardi, Director of PT Wahana
Kemalaniaga Makmur (WAKENI) extended her
appreciation for the many support the exhibitions
received noting that, “IFMAC & WOODMAC
2016 was proud to host reputable companies
such as BOARKE, ALPHA UTAMA, BIESSE,
FELDER, who respectively had recorded multiple
participation at the exhibitions. This year, the
exhibition floor space increased by 40% to 8.325
sqm as compared to the previous year. The total
number of international exhibitors for this year also
rose by 42%, strengthening the exhibition’s position
as the preferred platform for businesses to enter the
Indonesian market.”
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INDONESIA is a highly active and strategic market
that pushes technological advancements to shape
further development of its furniture manufacturing
and woodworking industry. International
machinery producers from Europe and other
parts of the world look forward to partner local
companies to boost domestic manufacturing
capabilities and provide access for Indonesian
companies to enter export markets.

technologies from international manufacturers and
brands.

According to Mr. Pierro Borroni from ACIMALL,

Showcasing their latest machinery and products,
participation from 282 exhibiting companies
from 23 countries unveiled new perspectives
for local businesses to enhance their furniture
manufacturing capabilities. Over 11,000 trade
visitors got a first-hand look at various furniture
and woodworking machinery, accessories, assembly
tools and components, raw materials and solutions
for interior works, adhesives, abrasive, paint,
coatings and fitting needs.

“Indonesia is an important market
and IFMAC provides solid business
prospects for Italian and other international
companies to reach newer buyers and
sell more high-technology machines
across Asia.”
Recognition of Indonesia’s vast market
potential by furniture industry players were
proven at the last International Furniture
Manufacturing Components Exhibition (IFMAC)
and Woodworking Machinery Exhibition
(WOODMAC) exhibition held in September 2016.
Organized for the 5th time, the dual-exhibitions
strengthened its mark as Indonesia’s leading
events for the industries, providing valuable new

By delivering 3 days of robust business interactions
for all involved in uplifting Indonesia’s dynamic
furniture manufacturing and woodworking
sectors, IFMAC & WOODMAC 2016 highlighted
Indonesia’s shift towards a technology-based
furniture industry.

Apart from delivering a robust one-stop sourcing
and information experience for visitors, the
seminar entitled ‘Optimizing Productivity through
Technology Implementation & Design’ augmented
the exhibition to highlight issues on future design
trends as well as opportunities for market players
to optimize computer-automated systems and
technologies to improve manufacturing processes.
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Quality Indonesian Furniture
Rises in Global Demand
INDONESIAN furniture and handicraft industry is characterised by an
environmentally friendly product with unique characteristics produced by
skilled hands and quality craftsmanship. The industry has been traditionally
labour-intensive and supported by commodity-based resources. Rattan was
the luxury and iconic product in Europe, highly sought after by the upper and
middle class community who are inclined to furnish their homes with furniture
made from natural rattan.

The main export destinations Indonesian furniture and handicraft are the
United States, Japan, Britain, the Netherlands, Germany, France, Australia,
Belgium, South Korea, Italy, Taiwan, United Arab Emirates etc. They liked the
furniture and handicrafts from Indonesia because they have characteristics
that are very prominent, with a blend of environmentally friendly materials,
cultural diversity, produced with high skills from qualified craftsmen depicting
their cultural diversity, as well as infused with design innovations that are
relatively advanced. These qualities create Indonesian products that are unique,
innovative with international quality standards. That makes the products
of Indonesia recognizably and uniquely different from products from other
countries and industry competitors.

This year, IFMAC & WOODMAC put greater
spotlight on the accessories and fittings segments
with companies like KINGSLIDE, A-ZUM and
TITUS whom Representative from Slovenia, Mr.
Chris Tate said that, “We brought our latest topgrade products to meet the increasing demand in
Indonesia.” As market opportunities abound in
Indonesia, Mr. Tizino Ascari from Italy who visited
the show for the first time shared that,” I am here to
find out about the market opportunities in Indonesia
and am happy to see that international products
are well-received here.” Mr. Ronnie Tjiok, a local
businessman was also happy to visit “a much larger
exhibition with more machinery and wide range of
quality products compared to (his) visit before.”

The world’s total furniture exports in 2015
amounted to US $134 billion - this is a significant
growth from the previous year that recorded US
$124 billion. Meanwhile, Indonesia’s furniture
exports in 2015 only reached US $1.9 billion.
This puts Indonesia’s market position far below
Vietnam’s, where its furniture export capabilities
was able to achieve an export value of more than US
$6 billion.
One of the obstacles facing the domestic furniture
industry is that technological support in terms of
tools and machinery use across local businesses
for national production have not been evenly
distributed. Currently tools or machinery used are
not of sophisticated level. Therefore, it is necessary
to further develop production processes with
better technology to ensure that manufacturers can
produce more quickly and efficiently, so that they
can compete with foreign manufacturers. With this
in mind, HIMKI fully supports exhibitions such as
IFMAC & WOODMAC to showcase machinery
and technology use for the furniture and handicraft
industries.
IFMAC and WOODMAC together is a complete
furniture manufacturing woodworking exhibition
that presents and meet information needs and
promote technological advancement in Indonesia’s
furniture industry. For example, in the area of
furniture components, product suppliers can
foster innovation and creativity amongst national
furniture and handicraft producers in order to
produce superior products that have added value
optimal.

Apart from delivering a robust one-stop sourcing
and information experience for visitors, the
seminar entitled ‘Optimizing Productivity through
Technology Implementation & Design’ augmented
the exhibition to highlight issues on future design
trends as well as opportunities for market players
to optimize computer-automated systems and
technologies to improve manufacturing processes.
With the exclusive endorsement from EUMABOIS,
the well-established European woodworking
machinery industry organization, the exhibition
received stronger boost to garner higher
participation from Europe this year. Country
groups also comprised of 31 new companies under
the China pavilion, 11 companies representing
the TAIWAN WOODWORKING MACHINERY
ASSOCIATION, 14 companies endorsed by
the TAICHUNG CITY GOVERNMENT
GROUP, and many other companies from the
LUNJIAO WOODWORKING MACHINERY
ASSOCIATION, FRENCH TIMBER
ASSOCIATION, and the AMERICAN
HARDWOOD EXPORT COUNCIL
respectively. IFMAC & WOODMAC will return
for its 6th edition next year from 27 to 30
September 2017.

boosting export growth of furniture and handicraft
products to reach $5 billion worth within the next
five years should be achieved. However, the facts on
the ground show that the industry is not strong.

The vision and mission of the establishment of the Association of Indonesian
Furniture and Handicraft Industries (HIMKI) is to foster innovation and
creativity amongst craft furniture manufacturers nationwide. HIMKI supports
them in producing superior products that have added optimal value and can
push them to become global market leaders. HIMKI also continues to work
alongside the local businesses so that the industry will continue to experience
positive growth in the future.
With full support from the government led by the current President Joko
Widodo, the development of the furniture industry and national craft is poised
to face high competition. In the era of a free-trade world today, the furniture
and handicraft industries are also being affected by market changes. HIMKI is
optimistic that the local furniture and national crafts industry’s golden growth
period will come within the next 5 years reaching its US $ 5 billion worth
expectation.
With the abundant availability of raw materials, skilled human resources in
large quantities and more conducive investment climate, the industry’s target in

From the exhibition, good interactions between
the manufacturers and suppliers were established
to introduce appropriate equipment that could
ultimately improve the performance of the furniture
industry and handicraft Indonesia. This exhibition
is the right arena for businesses of furniture
machinery industry to gather and conduct business
transactions. Not only for the machinery side, but
also accessories, furniture components and other
latest technologies.
Such exhibitions are timely promotional events
to bring in new technology to the industry given
that almost all of the machines used in Indonesia’s
furniture and handicraft businesses have been in
operation for more than 20 years. Given the long
operational use, certainly the level of efficiency and
productivity had lagged behind as compared to
the current generation of machines. Through the
rejuvenation of the production machinery, furniture
and handicraft industries can boost productivity
without adding labour.
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hope that more Indonesian producers will join its
network to promote closer cooperation and there
will be better exchange of ideas and expertise.
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CAPTURING INDONESIA

WITH THE RIGHT STRATEGY
BIESSE has been in Indonesia for more than 20

years and is among the first Italian companies
to invest in the country with a full facility.
Now domestically driven by thousands of local
employees and internationally-trained experts,
BIESSE eyes bigger expansion in Indonesia and
hope to work closer with local partners to develop
more cooperative network within the industry.
Mirroring Indonesia’s furniture industry robust
growth, BIESSE focuses on empowering in its
manpower and introducing quality technologies
to the market. Well-established as a global leader
in the technology for processing wood and other
raw materials, the company is committed to
contribute towards Indonesia’s furniture industry
development through technological and human
capital investment.

According to Mr. Daniele Campetella, the Managing
Director of BIESSE GROUP ASIA, Indonesia is
an important market for BIESSE that complement
its operations and strategy around Asia as a whole.
Given the strong demand for its machinery and
support services over the last few years, it is evident
that the Indonesian furniture manufacturing
market is in transformation towards robust process
modernization and technological advancement.

He shared that “Over the last few years, we have
seen new changes in the market trend and buyer
demand as more customers are requesting for
higher level performance machinery at a good cost.
So we have worked closely with them to understand
their needs and also assist with support services so
that our machines are being used effectively.”
Presenting its latest state of the art innovations
at the last WOODMAC in 2016, BIESSE proved
that its machinery are very much in demand in
Indonesia. During the exhibition, they showcased
the AirForce System, an advanced solution to
produce edgebanded panels resistant to water
and heat, and with no glue-line for outstanding
products. Besides, BIESSE has taken a step further
towards simplifying the management of numerical
control machinery through the revolutionary bSolid
Software that offers you boundless possibilities.
As demonstrated by BIESSE experts’ professional
approach and proactive engagement with visitors
enquiring on their products and attentively
watching the demonstration provided by its
highly trained local staff, the company fulfils its
commitment in providing sound advice on tailored
solutions for any business need. The Company
observed that Indonesia is a unique market where

local furniture players are ready to invest in hightechnology and quality driven solutions to grow
their business.
Mr. Campetella said that BIESSE provides complete
one-stop services from machinery customized to
each business function and production volume.
“We grow with our customers and as they expand
their business, we will continue to work with them
with appropriate machinery to meet their new
production requirement.”
Given BIESSE’s long term commitment in
Indonesia, the company is optimistic that the
market will continue to grow. In the midst of
the Indonesian government’s plans to push the
country’s furniture market to meet global export
demands, BIESSE is ready to support its domestic
partners with technology solutions and skilled
manpower. BIESSE continuously upgrades its local
workforce with adequate training and industry
knowledge to keep up with changes in the industry.
As the Indonesian market grows, optimizing
domestic resources is an integral part of BIESSE’S
dedication and strategy to strengthen its presence in
Indonesia in a sustainable way.

in International League
AS INDONESIA aims for larger share in the
worldwide furniture production industry, its
domestic producers are also reinventing production
strategies towards sustainable production of
the main raw material, hardwood. With robust
modernization in furniture design and innovative
furniture construction, the use of hardwood
in furniture production has also seen vast
transformation.

In order for Indonesia hardwood producers to
perform better and increase sales globally, factors
such as investing in technological improvement,
introducing smart-design productions and
building collaborative partnerships with industry
partners are necessary strategies to move forward.
International industry bodies such as the
AMERICAN HARDWOOD EXPORT COUNCIL
(AHEC) is amongst the dedicated organizations
that see Indonesia’s glaring potential as a strong
market shaker for the hardwood industry.
Mr. John Chan, Director of the AMERICAN
HARDWOOD EXPORT COUNCIL (AHEC)’s
Southeast Asia & Greater China Office said that
the Council is here in Indonesia to promote the
country’s heightened position in global hardwood
markets. “Indonesian hardwood is now recognized
in international markets due to its unique
characteristics so products from Indonesia now
complement other wood products and is considered
a good choice in combined furniture production,”
he shared. With rising demand for Indonesia

hardwood, local producers also need to understand
requirements from buyers in export markets so that
Indonesia’s products remain competitive and highly
valued.
Mr. Chan also highlighted that AHEC has been
working closely with local wood producers to
share industry development knowledge so that
they can compete better in external markets
beyond Indonesia. “We are dedicated in providing
important information and to help educate industry
players on how the hardwood industry is moving.”
AHEC regularly holds seminars, training sessions
and distribute information kits on new research
findings and professional reviews of its industry
observers and practitioners. The Council also

Throughout the Asia-Pacific region, solid wood
is losing ground to MDF. However, despite its
expected lower overall market share, the reducing
availability of high quality solid hardwoods is
expected to provide growth opportunities for
producers.
Traditionally in Asia, hardwood timber was used
for general construction as it was the dominant
raw material of available, but this is being displaced
by growing softwood log and lumber imports.
On international markets hardwood is now used
primarily for appearance grade applications such
as furniture, flooring, and where a harder or more
durable wood is needed (e.g. window and door
frames) and heavy duty plywood (e.g. concrete
formwork and flooring for shipping containers).
In light of this, hardwood producers have to look
into investing in new machinery and top-grade
production technologies to produce hardwood of
different grades and applications.
Furthermore, as opportunities for hardwood
plantation investments loom across various Asian
countries, the hardwood timber demand and supply
may remain buoyant over the next few years. The
structure of the forest products sector is expected
to change given the expected changes in raw
material supply. Hence, the proportion of products
requiring large diameter logs as raw materials (e.g.
sawnwood and plywood) will start to decline, while
the proportion of products able to utilise small
diameter timber and fibre, such as paper, board and
non-veneer wood based panels (e.g. particleboard
and MDF) will rise.
Despite a forecast in the increase in the total
hardwood production in the world over the next
20 years, demand is expected to increase at a
faster rate. Specifically for the Asia-Pacific region
the amount of hardwood suitable for sawing and
veneer production is expected to fall. In all, this
trend bodes well for technology developers to
work with producers to transform their production
mechanisms with advanced machinery for better
quality output.
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Indonesia’s
Hardwood

Amongst Indonesia’s top hardwood for furniture
and export are mahogany, teak, rosewood, acacia
and tamarind. According to FAO, production and
export of tropical wood products, such as plywood
and veneer, have grown two to threefold in the last
30 years. Japan is the third hardwood consumer
after China and Indonesia, especially with respect
to their wooden house market, which uses both
structural and decorative timber.
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Company
Perspectives

Opportunities
in Indonesia

“We started working in Indonesia since participating in
IFMAC last year. We intent to expand much more with this
show. It was a good fair, we will for sure have bigger business
in Indonesia as Indonesia is a market which is growing as we
can see from our customers.“

A-ZUM LOCKS & FITTINGS
“There is a big potential to grow in Indonesia and we
are optimistic of the growth of the economy hence we
are here. We are here to look for a partner to sell more
products and to grow together.“
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J.LALANNE SAS

AS INDONESIA’s furniture industry players

Good
Platform
to Seek
Partners

Effective
Promotions
of Company

Positive First
Participation

FRENCH TIMBER

STERLING LAM LIMITED

“We are trying to expand our business relations with
Indonesian companies. We try to find more end users who
can import products directly and to establish relations with
distributors. It is very Important to have a large consumer
base because there are a lot of players in Indonesian furniture
manufacturing market.“

“We are looking at opportunities in the Indonesian market
and (to partner a) good association here as Indonesia
is growing,. So this is the exhibition to see the potential
market and good partner.“

DOVER CHEMICAL

SAINT-GOBAIN

“This exhibition is really beneficial. Evaluating from the first
day until now, we have reached 40% of our target. We met
with business partners and prospects as well, so this event
has really helped to expose our company.“

“Saint Gobain is a French Company and Norton is
abrasive brand, we are the biggest manufacturers for
abrasive products. This time we joined this show, mainly
to show our range of products for woodworking because
it’s a wood fair.“

SÜLEKLER

F. LLI MAURI SRL

“We are here for the first time in Indonesia to present
our brand name to the Indonesian public. We hope to
understand the wood business in Indonesia. Indonesia’s large
population and its power in the global furniture market is
exciting for us.“

“This is the first time we are participating at this fair, and
so far we have very positive outlook on the fair.“

KING SLIDE

Business
Expansion
Prospects

“We are here for the show to look for a partner. We already
have customers here that manufacture for furniture and
kitchen but we want to share more of our final design to
more end users and middle carpentries. We look for partners
like distributors, or agents to help us do more distribution or
marketing.“

PT. INOAC POLYTECHNO INDONESIA
“We are surprised to receive a lot of response from local
buyers. We hope to meet potential buyers both local and
from overseas by joining this exhibition.“

strive to move towards greater automation in their
production systems, they are faced with a variety
of machinery and technology options that can help
them to achieve better manufacturing performance.
As a leading and one of the largest distributor of
woodworking machinery in Indonesia, ALPHA
UTAMA MANDIRI (AUM) aims to help customers
achieve their goal of identifying the right machinery
according to their business needs.
Commenting on the rapid progress of the country’s
furniture market, Mr. Adi Gunawan of ALPHA
UTAMA MANDIRI shared that the Indonesia
market has a good chance of developing further
as the market is moving from traditional to high
technology manufacturing. Companies are going
into automation to reduce cost. Having been in
business for 30 years since its inception in 1986,
AUM has successfully developed its business into
6 core areas namely woodworking machinery,
plywood machinery, laser and cutting solutions,
general technique equipment, honeycomb
paper and wood working tools. Representing
and supported by various established principal
manufacturers from China, Taiwan and Europe,
ALPHA UTAMA MANDIRI is well positioned
to help their customers achieve furniture
manufacturing excellence with appropriate
machinery use.
With more than 100 suppliers under them, AUM
provides a one-stop solution for customers to look
for any woodworking machinery of their need.
From their wide range of Chinese, Taiwanese or
European brands available, they are able to advice
customers on their machinery selection based on
their budget.

Indonesia Ready for
High-Technology
Machines Investment
Chinese or Taiwanese machines are more
commonly introduced to by request from entrylevel businesses who seek middle to top-class
machines with modest budget. Increasingly
however, there have been higher demand for
European machines by entry-level businesses who
are willing to spend more. Therefore, AUM has
prepared its European partners to explore catering
to this market segment and to provide viable
solutions for them. As machines from Europe
has high technology, it also carries a higher price
along with assurance of higher efficiency. As such,
European machines have traditionally been the
preferred choice by middle to high-level businesses
due to its efficiency factor.
Nevertheless, as Chinese manufacturers have been
stepping up their machinery performance level
and closing the efficiency and price gap to their
European competitors, the comparative factors
may not be as easily defined as before. The clear
competitive advantage is in the level of technology
still where this leads to a higher and premium cost
value regardless of its production origin.

For ALPHA UTAMA MANDIRI, the key point of
its business success is in providing ample knowledge
to its customers and understanding their needs and
priorities. By doing so, they build and maintain
their customers trust from the start and until the
end of the business cycle where quality after-sales
services are provided to support ongoing customers’
needs. From a Chinese, Taiwanese or European
machines, AUM ultimately promote good quality
machines deserving of its customers’ investment.
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Mr. Piero added that Italian furniture companies
have a lot to offer to prospective Indonesian
businesses who wish to partner with Italian
companies. Recognised as valuable assets in the
global furniture industry, Italian technology
for woodworking and furniture production are
borne from leading manufacturers and exporters.
More than 75% of the technological concepts,
machinery and production systems developed by
Italian companies have been applied in countries
around the world including Indonesia. With the
market expansion in Indonesia’s furniture industry,
the best technologies are being brought in for
local businesses to experience the best of Italian
machines from basic solutions to the most flexible
and high-end automation systems.
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ITALIAN companies are amongst the first foreign

and European companies to invest in Indonesia’s
furniture industry. In the early days, Italian
companies have cooperated with their Indonesian
counterparts for the production and processing of
different types of rattan and wooden furniture as
well as providing expertise in technical specification
and skills training so that the output would matched
requirements of European standards. Now with
more new variety of materials used for furniture
production and the end consumer market has
expanded beyond just Europe, Italian companies
in Indonesia are faced with exciting challenges. As
they witness first-hand the steep demand growth in
the domestic market itself, Indonesia continues to
be an important investment and operational centre
for Italian companies to prosper in the region’s
furniture industry.
ACIMALL, the Italian Woodworking Machinery
and Tools Manufacturers’ Association has
spearheaded Italy’s furniture manufacturing
investment in Indonesia along with the first few
companies that had set up production facilities

since the mid-1980s in the country. Over the years,
ACIMALL has observed the market development
in Indonesia’s furniture sectors and saw how Italian
companies have rapidly evolved in terms of their
local operations and success in machinery export
into Indonesia.
According to Mr. Piero from ACIMALL, “Indonesia
is an important market and the IFMAC exhibition
provides solid business prospects for Italian and
other international companies to reach newer
buyers and sell more high-technology machines
across Asia.” Across the complete woodworking
chain, from sawmills to the industrial processing
of solid wood and panel to finishing, the Italian
industry is well-equipped with technological
solutions capable of responding effectively to a
wide spectrum of production needs. ACIMALL,
currently has over 300 of the most qualified
companies in their field with 174 or 75%
comprising of active members where most of them
already having direct or non-direct presence in the
Asian region including Indonesia.

Despite the slowdown in global economy over
the last few years, Italian furniture companies
have stood the test of times as most of them have
production overseas. ACIMALL reported that the
Italian woodworking machinery sector had earned
1.8 billion turnover cumulative over the last few
years as the companies collectively were able to
overcome the difficult phase by developing better
and effective solutions.
Edging ahead of its competitors, Italian companies
have also found sustainable performance in
Indonesia as they continue to share greater
knowledge of technology, design and quality
solutions to produce better furniture of world
standards. Indonesia and all of South-East Asia are
still interesting markets for Italian companies to
keep so that they can maintain their operations as
these markets continue to grow. Italian companies
for example Biesse and SCM Group are strong
companies that are supplying machines and have
headquarters in the local markets where they have
interest. As Italian furniture and woodworking
machinery producers are able to provide extensive
products required by Indonesian producers,
they are here for the long-term to support with
technology, innovation and knowledge.

CHINA’S rapid growth in its furniture industry is one that Indonesia can

emulate strategically for the country to gain larger market share in the global
production and export market. As the world’s largest furniture production base
and exporter, China has many specialized production bases across is vast lands.
Lunjiao, a sub-district in Shunde City, Foshan, Guangdong Province, China
is home to an enterprising group of furniture and woodworking businesses
that are driven to support Indonesia’s growth in the industry. At the last
IFMAC & WOODMAC 2016 exhibition, 14 companies under the LUNJIAO
WOODWORKING MACHINERY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE participated
to showcase machineries and shared their expertise to local industry players.

Chinese Manufacturers

Aim Mutual Benefit in Indonesia
Mr. Randy Wong of GEWINN UNITED, Board Member of LUNJIAO
WOODWORKING CHAMBER OF COMMERCE said that he and the other
companies under the Chamber are here to establish long-term cooperation with
Indonesia furniture businesses. As an effective organization that responds to
the growing demand from the international woodworking machinery market,
the Chamber cooperates with reliable manufacturers which provide qualified
products and deal with the exporting business for them. One of their target
market is Indonesia who has a big market potential for cooperation.
In the effort to increase the productivity and efficiency of industry, Indonesia
furniture industry players for example those from the Association of
Indonesian Furniture and Handicraft Industries (HIMKI) or independent
companies seek to learn how China has dominated the international
furniture markets. From their operational strategies to product quality and
manufacturing systems management, there are valuable knowledge to be
gained from the Chinese counterparts who are not only looking to supply their
machines but also to share their knowledge.
Mr. Wong said that there are mutual benefits to be gained from the China’s
cooperation with Indonesia. Indonesia is a big market for China especially
for Lunjiao. China has a lot of machinery so it is important for us to promote
and supply quality machinery to partners in Indonesia. By introducing
machinery that matches the need of the partner, such cooperation will be good
for both sides as long cooperation can be established. Apart from promoting

the best quality technology, the LUNJIAO
WOODWORKING CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
also intend to help and support the Indonesian
furniture industry via technology transfer.
These support include assisting in research and
development (R & D) efforts, providing the latest
machines at an affordable price, as well as imparting
their after-sales expertise.
Mr. Wong also observed that as Indonesia’s
furniture industry is growing, its machinery
capacity still needs to be upgraded with
better technology. With strong support from
the Indonesian government, local furniture
manufacturers are poised to optimize technology
use to increase their export volume in the coming
years. “Indonesia is a close partner to China and we
hope to have a long-term cooperation beyond just
selling and buying but also to know each other’s
culture which will help us a lot,” added Mr. Wong.

Compared to China where most furniture
production are now fully machine-operated, handbased operations still exist in Indonesia today.
This is bound to change in the very near future as
China is ready to provide best-cost performance
machinery solutions to Indonesia. As any resource,
whether material, manpower or technology is very
important in furniture manufacturing, Indonesia
companies are definitely geared towards finding the
right partner that can provide equitable gains for
both sides.
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BETTER
TECHNOLOGY
WITH
TRUSTED
ITALIAN
PARTNERS
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EXPERTS BRIEF
FELDER

HOMAG
THE FELDER GROUP

HOMAG GROUP,

is a leading player who
has been developing,
manufacturing
and distributing
woodworking machines
globally for the last 60
years and 25 years in
Indonesia.

a global leader in
the manufacture of
industrial machines for
the woodworking and
furniture industry.

Q

What are
HOMAG’s
business focus in
Indonesia?
We provide local
expertise to make
manufacturing more
efficient and to integrate
whole manufacturing
process from the design
of furniture to end of
product.

Q
A
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What are the new
machines brought
in by FELDER?
We have brought
in new and more
industrial machines into
the Indonesian market
due to high demand
from customers. This
demand is driven
by customers moving towards automation as
manpower is getting more costly. The market
for new industrial machines is getting more and
more popular so we have very outstanding and
specialized industrial machines available. We
reached our 25th anniversary in Indonesia and now
have a huge range of machines from small to large
high-tech machines so we can serve any demand
from the market and our customers.
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Q
A

GLOBALLY, the Titus Group provides customers

with innovative fitting and precision components´
solutions that improve competitiveness in the
furniture manufacturing industry. Through
innovative product design, expertise and excellent
service TITUS empowers their business partners
to improve their productivity and quality, reduce
manufacturing costs and make assembly easier and
more cost-effective.
For a fast-developing market like Indonesia where
furniture manufactures are moving towards high
quality production, TITUS hopes to contribute
by sharing its expertise. Based in the UK, TITUS
focuses on the development, manufacturing and
sales of furniture hardware and hydraulic dampers
as well as developing, manufacturing and sales of
automated assembly systems, production tools and
die-casting technologies.

Since establishing one full company in Indonesia,
TITUS is now geared to provide extensive range
of assembly fittings for furniture and its new hinge
and drawer products that are seeing rise in demand
amongst local buyers. As TITUS imports high range
European products, the company is optimistic
that Indonesia holds a lot of potential especially
as the country’s kitchen and higher end furniture
markets are developing, thereby bringing more
opportunities for its high-range hinge and drawer
products.
With increase in high end residential properties,
TITUS see that its growth in Indonesia is in its
product range expansion. Before TITUS’ full
establishment in Indonesia, its local partner

had focused mainly on furniture manufacturing
while TITUS supported them with high quality
European fitting products. Seeing that the market
to manufacture high quality fitting and components
was underserved and yet to be optimized in
Indonesia, TITUS brought in new technology and
more sophisticated products to complement and
boost the local manufacturing operations so that
Indonesian made fittings products will be more
acceptable and interesting for international buyers.
Mr. Chris Tate, TITUS representative from Slovenia
shared that TITUS’ focus in Indonesia at the
moment is in providing wider range instead of
massive expansion of the existing business itself
where they hope to stabilize the fitting business
through technology. With further booming of
Indonesia’s furniture market, TITUS looks towards
greater prospects in partnering more businesses
in the industry and to introduce high European
quality fitting products made in Indonesia. Such
enthusiasm and dedication from international
investors like TITUS will put Indonesia on track
to increase its export capabilities in the fittings
segment of the global furniture industry.

TITUS
TITUS INNOVATIONS
INNOVATIONS
IN
IN FURNITURE
FURNITURE HARDWARE
HARDWARE
AND
AND DAMPING
DAMPING INCLUDES:
INCLUDES:

+ New Generation T-type hinge with

+
+
+

+

the ‘3Way’ ‘snap-on’ mounting plate
that allows for intuitive hinge-to-plate
mounting in three directions, high
tolerances and ‘Confident Close‘
‘Full metal jacket’ – new generation of
Quick fit TL dowel
Titusoft SD100 add-on damping
mechanism for sliding door systems
A range of Tekform double wall drawers
characterised by a simple mounting
procedure and a life-long consistent
performance
Titusonic ultrasound fastening solution
that bonds wooden materials without
use of adhesive.

Why are industrial machines gaining
popularity in Indonesia?
Industrial machines are made based on
European quality. The standard of machines
are growing and growing and customers expect
to be provided with service and spare parts when
they buy industrial machines. At FELDER, we are
able to provide both to our customers along with
a wide option of machines to choose from. For
customers to buy industrial machines, it is a huge
investment from them. When our customers grow
and they change from small to larger machines, we
grow together with them. As they increase their
investment, we can provide different machines to
meet their investment.

Q

Where does FELDER see Indonesia’s
woodworking industry head towards and
how has FELDER prepared itself to respond to
these developments?
We feel that Indonesia is definitely ready
for the high industrial market. As we can
see, customer response is very good. FELDER
also see the potential in Indonesia, that’s why we
came direct here, we invested a lot in showroom,
in the strong sales team, in the lot of service and
spare parts. We can see the market still has a lot of
potential, but we are sure in the next future, and for
the next few coming years that this trend will pick
up even more. FELDER is very happy to be here,
in Indonesia and we are looking forward to a great
future.

A

A

Q
A

How Indonesia’s woodworking industry
evolve over the last few years?
The demand in Indonesia has been fairly
constant over the last few couple of years.
Indonesia has a bright future in the woodworking
industry. They have a very big domestic market
here. The manufacturers here are becoming more
sophisticated, moving from hand-craft industry to a
more technical manufacturing industry. We see the
future in Indonesia for our machine and technology
has been very bright for the domestic market and
increasingly for the export market. We saw the level
of sophistication change from simple machines
over the last 20 years and we are now selling more
complicated network solutions from design of the
furniture in the office to direct communication to
the machine. There is automatic manufacturing and
we are slowly reducing the amount of manpower
that is required in the factory as well.

Q
A

In your perspective, why do customers
still prefer using European machines as
compared to others?
The impression is that for example if you use a
Chinese machine, it is a lot cheaper. That is a
little bit of misnomer because while the investment
at the start is a little bit cheaper but in the long run
across the road the quality may not be consistent.
Using European quality and sophistication
guarantees you the result over a long period of time.
You may instead have to continue reinvesting in
Chinese machines as they do not last as long.

Q
A

What are the advantages that HOMAG
machines provide?
You get to use well-built, solid machines like
how a lot of our customers still use HOMAG
machines operating after 20 years, still producing
consistent quality time after time. So the investment
is a little bit higher upfront but you get a better
quality machine and the return of investment last
a longer time. Besides that we also have a bigger
service network in Indonesia and all other countries
that we are operating in. We provide service
training and expertise to our customers so you get
better service, better back-up, lesser downtime and
better quality overall.
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